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Forthcoming Meetings
October 2nd

On Air. Informal. DMR Group [Programming, etc.]

October 9th

On Air. Informal. DMR Group.

October 16th

Main Meeting. Talk [Subject tba]

October 23rd

On Air. Informal. DMR Group.

October 30th

On Air. Informal. DMR Group.

November 6th

On Air. Informal. DMR Group.

November 13th

On Air. Informal. DMR Group.

November 20th

Main Meeting – Annual Surplus Sale

November 27th

On Air. Informal. DMR Group.

December 4th

On Air. Informal. DMR Group.

December 11th

On Air. Informal. DMR Group.

December 18th

Main Meeting. Talk [Subject tba]. Final Meeting Of 2017

December 25th

No Meeting On Christmas Day!

January 1st 2018

No Meeting On New Year's Day!
80th Anniversary Year Begins
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Editor's Comment
I recently needed a new project to fill some of my time and, as we haven't had a newsletter
for 12 months, decided to volunteer as interim Newsletter Editor. So, if I am to produce
STARLITE, it's up to YOU to forward items for inclusion in these pages. I will accept
material in Open Office .odt, and Word .doc formats. If only script is forwarded, then .txt
files will do.
Two weeks prior to SSB Field Day, G6DQN, G0KVK and I met at the QTH of M0HPY to
test the equipment to be used in the contest. Using a good G5RV dipole and coaxial
feeder, together with the Society's Kenwood TS-870 rig, we found everything to be in
perfect working order. Using the rig's internal ATU, we found the SWR on all bands was at
a very low level and perfect for contest or general use.
Our SSB FD event happened once again, with some problems rearing their ugly heads.
Firstly, when the station had been set up, the rig's microphone couldn't be found. Keith
M0HPY went to see if he'd left it behind, but John M1EJG arrived with it in his pocket. So
problem solved.
Secondly, the G5RV wouldn't function correctly, so it was dropped and found to have a
broken element at the centre insulator. This aerial was removed and a replacement
hoisted up. This worked fine and the ASTU matched correctly. So operations commenced
until the third problem arose. No-one to operate overnight! The station was closed from
midnight to 7am, when operations continued until the end.
Finally, it was time to de-construct the camp. This took only 35 minutes – is this a record??
At the time of writing, the final claimed score was unavailable, but I think it will be lower
than that of 2016. Nevertheless, here are a few photos from the weekend ….

Operations HQ by Tim G7TAC.

Alan G7AXW and John G8UAE

Bob G4VPE and Jim G4WAO

James G7HEZ and Adrian G0NLA

And not forgetting those involved in the weekend, we thank [in no particular order]:G7TAC G8UAE M1EJG M0HPY G7HEZ M5LLT G7AXW M6AHW G4WAO G4VPE
G0NLA G0KVK G6DQN M6RLZ G6GTB and anyone else who may have been there.
And I attended in my capacity as Cub Reporter for STARLTE.
The weekly informal meetings are reasonably well attended, with an average of 15
members. Dividing into their various groups, several subjects are discussed. Currently,
one of the most popular is Wayne's [M5LLT] DMR programming “service”, helping those
with new DMR radios. A recent view of its popularity is shown here:

Wayne's M5LLT DMR Group. Photo from G7HEZ
I am sure that, for future meetings, one or both of the Society's radios will be available for
use by interested members. It would, surely, be an opportunity to get one or more of the
Society's call-signs on air, therefore promoting StARS, once more, as a viable and active
entity and, hopefully, attract new members. It's our 80th Anniversary in 2018, so wouldn't it
be a perfect reason to arrange regular on-air nights and Special Event Stations in order to
celebrate this and help promote the Society further? This is purely my view and is not
intended to denigrate the Society in any way.
Your comments on this and any other subject are encouraged and would be welcomed.
Bob G4XOM { Email reports, news, etc., to robg4xom@outlook.com }

Caught this on the radio recently. Worth a listen and passing onto other members...
http://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/b08wqp00#play
JamesG7HEZ
[You need to sign in to listen online, but you can download a copy to listen at your leisure. Ed.]
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Wayne's Radio Ramble
Don't know if anyone else has tried the replacement battery type car eliminators, but the circuits in
them are so rubbish that everyone I've spoken to has had the same problem , use them for a
quick over and your fine stop on longer than a minute (if you're lucky) and the damn thing shuts
down until you un-key the radio and start again. Looking inside they are the crappiest bit of kit that
was never going to work. So I took out their 3 component board and trashed it keeping the cable
and the dummy battery case and set about looking for something better to put inside. Looked on
Ebay at the switched mode regulator boards £1.85 each delivered, see 1st pic.

Spec said 1.8A continuous voltage variable to suit . Perfect and tiny , too good to be true , yes
they were. Lovely little boards worked a treat but the 800 mA or so the 380 draws on tx sent it
roaring hot then fell over and shut down. So yes too good to be true.
Next ordered a bigger one , second pic , nice, rated at 4.5A and cheaper than the first one £1.71
each. I knew it would be too big to go in the case as it came so I re located some of the
components to let it fit. See the rest of the pictures.

The trickiest was the 2 capacitors as you have to put a thin blade under the base to put some
upward pressure, and keep the soldering iron on the little bit of the tab quite a while as it runs
under it , all soldered to the board, but it does come up. OK, no damage. Lift one leg of the toroid
and put a Vero pin in the hole to extend it to lie it near flat, and take the pot off the board and reattach with extension pins off the side of the board. With a bit of angling and shuffling it all goes in.
Make note the + - connections before removing the old innards or leave the connection wires
attached just un-solder from the old board same with the plug in lead , I drilled the back of the
case to take the cable, so that when it's all in situ you can stand the radio upright.
See my pictures and it is all fairly self explanatory. I put it on a 13.8 psu and set the output to
about 8.1v , tried it at 7.4 v the advertised battery voltage but only 3 out of 4 bars on the battery
meter and the batteries on the 380 measure about 8.3v anyway
.
Even without a heat sink it didn't get warm on a long over on analogue.
On DMR it draws less current so will be even better.

Also the bonus is that I didn't glue the battery case back together, as the back cover holds it all
together when clipped onto the radio, will glue it when happy with more field tests are done, in
case I have to open it up again to mod or tweak.
Thought you might like to see how easy it was the whole project only took about 1 hour Including
testing.
I have also used this same board in a Baofeng dummy battery as they are the same rubbish
inside, and failed after 1 minute. Both are working just great now, very clean on the signal too, no
noise.
Hope you find this useful.
Wayne M5LLT

At a recent meeting, I was asked about dummy loads, so I looked in my files and found the
following article, which I got from the interwebs some years ago. I hope you find it of some
interest. Ed.

A 50-Ohm 10-Watt Dummy Load
(though with the instructions here you can build any wattage)
Disclaimer: We are not responsible for what you do to your radio, any damages it may incur during any modifications
you perform, any information from this site, or any projects you decide or attempt to build. With that said, perform any
modifications or projects, or use information at your own risk. This info is 100% free.

This page shows you the schematic & connection diagram of a basic 50-ohm 10-watt dummy
load. This dummy load can be used for CB Radios, ham radios, & various low power transmitters
that require a 50-ohm load while testing & tuning.
When tuning or modifying a transmitter you should always do so into a dummy load, not only is it
a courtesy to others, but is the proper way to tune a radio as antenna has too many variables, &
can be effected by its surroundings that could affect actual load impedance & proper tuning.

Dummy Load basics (resistor type):
A basic dummy load is made up from a NON-INDUCTIVE resistor with a final value of 50-Ohms,
so it matches up to 50-Ohm transmitters.
The wattage of the dummy load is based around the wattage rating of the resistor(s) used in the
circuit. Generally the higher the wattage rating of the resistor the more power the dummy load can
safely handle. The number of resistors used in the circuit depend on there value & your needed
power requirements. As an example the dummy load schematic shown here uses ten 500-Ohm
resistors with a power rating of 1-watt each. The resistors are all connected in parallel which
means as there resistance (ohm) value decreases, there power (watt) rating increases. Use the
following basic equations to calculate different value resistors to fit your application.
Basically you can multiply the number of resistors you want to use (for the desired wattage you
need) by the impedance of your needed load which is 50-Ohms, to find out what value resistors
you need.
Example:
We will be using 1-Watt resistors for this example
We need the dummy load to handle 10-Watts
We need 10, 1-Watt resistors to handle 10 watts
We know we need a final load of 50-Ohms

So basic calculations are:
To find the needed quantity of resistors in the circuit: =
(10 / 1 = 10)
Are target of 10-Watts divided by 1-Watt resistors equals = 10 resistors
To find the needed value for each resistor in the circuit: =
(10 x 50 = 500)
10-Resistors multiplied by 50-Ohms = 500-Ohms
So with a quantity of 10, 500-Ohm resistors in parallel we end up with the needed 50-Ohm final
load, & with each resistor having a 1-Watt rating we know our dummy load can dissipate 10-Watts
of power as we simply multiply the power rating of one resistor by the quantity used:
(500 / 10 = 50)
500-Ohm divided by 10 resistor = 50-Ohm
(1 x 10 = 10)
1-Watt multiplied by 10 resistors = 10-Watts
So basically, find how many watts you need the dummy load to handle, find what wattage resistors
you are going to use, calculate the quantity you need, then calculate the value you need for the
resistors in the circuit, then build as shown in the schematic. Although using 1-Watt resistors may
not be practical for large dummy loads because as you can see, you need as many resistors as
you do watts, so if you were to build a 100-Watt dummy load with 1-Watt resistors you would need
100 resistors in parallel which is not practical. So you would want to select a higher wattage
resistor for larger dummy loads. Just make sure the resistors you get are non-inductive (wire
wound resistor will NOT work.
For long term reliability, we recommend building a dummy load that can handle at least twice the
power then you will be putting into it, so if you need a 10 –Watt dummy load, build a 20-Watt or
larger. We have had a 20-Watt dummy load made of 1-Watt resistors in service for many years
now & it still functions perfect to this day & it has dissipated over its spec wattage for short term
testing more then once with no problems & will easily hold any single or dual final CB or Ham
Radios with a PEAK (PEP) power of 40 to 50 watts while tuning.

Schematic & parts connection:
1.) See the schematic for the parts list or calculate the required parts for your dummy load
using the above calculations.
2.) Connect the resistors as shown in the schematic & parts connection diagrams.
3.) The resistors should be enclosed in an ALL metal enclosure or metal can to shield stray RF
from escaping from the dummy load. The enclosure can contain some vent holes to allow
heat to escape (dummy load resistors get hot under use so do not touch them).
4.) Do not allow the positive signal side of the resistors to touch the metal enclosure as it will
cause a short & you may blow up your radio, the positive side is the side that connects to
the centre pin on the SO-239 connector.

5.) This diagram is for basic construction of a dummy load & is only a suggestion, so if you can
build a dummy load that can handle more then 10-Watts it is both suggested &
recommended.
6.) Most importantly, be careful & have fun!

Coming next month:

A 100 watt 50 ohm dummy load
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